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By JAMES W. FORD

THE First of May this year falls at

a time when the capitalists are

carrying out the most brutal terror-

ist attacks along with systematic
plans lowering the standards of liv-

ing of the workers of the United

States and the further enslaving of

those colonies of American imperial-
ism such as Cuba, the Philippines
and Haiti. These attacks are es-

pecially directed against the Negro

people.
Roosevelt went into office a year

ago. promising the return of pros-
perity, increase in wages, aid to the

unemployed. A year later we find
the collapse of the N. R. A. and the
Nev; Deal, everywhere except help
to the rich (which it did) and not
the poor. This nobody can deny.

C. W. A. has been stopped, throw-

ing hundreds of thousands of work-
ers again out of work and, in turn,
off relief which they formerly had.

C. W. A. workers are supposed to

live off what they "earned” on the

C. W. A. jobs.
The codes—what did they mean?

The codes were put into operation in

order to spread or level down the

wages of the workers. The wage

differentials for Negroes (jim-crow
wages, supported by the Negro re-

formists, notably, Dr. Moton of Tus-

kegee Institute, the Negro philan-
trophic institution in Alabama), to-

gether with the program of plowing
up cotton plants, have threatened
the Negro nation in the South with
extermination, and what is more,

dragging down with them the poorly
paid white workers on the farms
and in the mills of the South. This

is shown by the fight of the coal

barons in Alabama to maintain the

wage differentials in the South.
During this year we have seen the

most brutal terror and torture of
the Negro people. To recite a few
examples: that Roman Holiday at
Princess Anne. Maryland; that week
of jubilee of legal lynchings in Ala-
bama and Louisiana when a

slaughter of nine Negroes was car-

ried out in one week in Alabama
alone; the brutal attack upon the
welcome to Mother Wright in Har-

lem; the systematic torture of An-

gelo Herndon, that intrepid fighter
for the unity of Negro and white
workers in Georgia; the torture of

the Scottsboro boys in the county
jail in Birmingham, Alabama, sup-
ported by the ?ace leaders. This is

capitalism in the United States on

May Ist. 1934.

Roosevelt announces that "I am a

tough guy.”
There is no doubt about it. the

Roosevelt government heads towards
fascism. Fascism is being developed
around a varied program, a few

examples, first an intense national-
istic program (in the struggle for
markets) “my country right or

wrong.” "Down with Jews, Negroes
and foreign-born workers.” The U.

S. A. capitalists are trying frantical-

ly to find her allies to attack the
Soviet Union. War! War! War!
rends the air! on May Ist, 1934.

Plunge the workers into War! That
Is the slogan. Only the working
people by mass action and organ-

ization can head off this rapid de-

velopment towards fascism and war.

These are the struggles for May
Day, 1934.

* ♦ *

THE struggle for the liberation of
the Negro people is tied and

bound up with the aims and tradi-

tions of May Day.
May Day is day of struggle against

capitalism and for socialism, for a

Communist Society. May Day sym-

bolizes the best fighting traditions,
achievements and victories of the
working class throughout the world.
Its significance is profoundly ex-

pressed in the Workers and Farm-

ers Government of the Soviet Union,
where by mighty class action the

workers and farmers have captured
power and are welding together a

workers’ State, where hundreds of

formerly oppressed nationalities
have been liberated.

It is to the honor of the American
working class that May Day had its
erigin in the United States. The
movement for a shorter working
dey, covering a long period of bitter
and heroic struggle, gave birth to

May Day. From 1800 onward the
Amercian workers struggled against
working 14. 16 and 18 hours per day,
which culminated in the great strike
of May Ist. 1886. The achievement
o' the 8-hour day was a most bril-
licnt victory of the American work-
er .

The capitalists answered with
brutal terror. On May 3. 1886, six

workers were murdered at the Mc-

Cormick Harvester Works at Chi-
cago; on May 4. agent provocateurs
(this was later proved) threw a

bomb into a squad of Chicago police
killing several of them, for which
j working class leaders were

framed-up and hanged. These mar-

tyrs are the best and most beloved
fighters of the American working
class. One of them, a German,
Parsons, was the husband of Mrs.
Perrons, a Negro woman now liv-
ing in Chicago; she is among the
few survivors, of this great period.

Whs. meaning has May Day for
the Negro people? Following the
cl" th of slavery, the labor move-

ment of the U. S. A. began a most

rapid growth around agitation for

the 8-hour day. The Negroes, freed
from chattel-slavery were thrown
into wage-slavery. But withal they
i emained an enslaved nation, with
fetters of peonage, the denial of all
democratic rights still clingling to
them. It became the historic task
of the American labor movement to
support and carry forward, in its

fight, for the liberation of the work-
r from the new capitalist regime,
the struggle for the liberation of the

Negro people.

HARL MARX has-summarized this
tradition in his brilliant anal-

4-

Betrayal Role of

Negro Misleaders

Must Be Exposed
lysis of the Civil War period by the |
following sentences which appeared
in ‘‘Capital ’ published in 1867:

"In the United States of Amer-

ica. any sort of independent labor
movement was paralyzed so long

as slavery disfigured a part of the .
republic. Labor with a white skin
eannot emancipate itself where

labor with a black skin is branded.

But out of the death of slavery a •
new vigorous life sprang. The first |
fruit of the Civil War was an

agitation for the 8-hour day —a

movement which ran with express-

like speed from the Atlantic to
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the Pacific, from New England to

California.”
It has been left to the best and

most advanced sections of the work-

ing class of the U. S. A., bringing
around it all the oppressed masses,

to maintain and carry forward this|
noble tradition. This is symbolized
in practice in the struggles organ-
ized on May Day by the Communist
Party against’ the whole capitalist
regime of terror, worsened condi-
tfbns and national oppression of the

Negro people.
The leaders of the American Fed-

eration of Labor and the leaders of
the Socialist Party and the Negro
reformist leaders try to hide these
historical conclusions and traditions
from the American workers and the
Negro people.

The Negro reformist leaders sup-

port the whole capitalist regime of
terror against the Negro people; they
support the N. R. A. and code dif-
ferentials for Negroes, the New Deal

and the whole Roosevelt program of
attacks against the masses in the
United States, in Haiti and Cuba.

Moreover, where the leaders of the

A. F. of L. and the leaders of the
Socialist Party perpetuate white

chauvinism among white workers
against the Negro workers, the Ne-

gro reformist leaders sow distrust
among the Negro masses against the
white workers, in support of the
white capitalist rulers.

An outstanding example of this
was the declaration of Frank Cross-

waith, a Negro socialist leader who
declared at the famous Madison
Square meeting that "Communists
are pigs because they have the na-

ture of pigs.” The Communists are
the outstanding fighters for unity
in the working class, and partic-
ularly outstanding fighters for Negro
rights and Negro liberation. Espe-
cially the white Communists have
been the most self-sacrificing fight-
ers in the Scottsboro case, in hun-
dreds of other cases for Negro free-
dom. while Norman Thomas and
Crosswaith are the breakers of

unity, in May Day actions, in ac-

tions for the support of the Austrian

workers. Their unity is with La-
Guardia. William Green. Matthew
Woll, all enemies of the working
class and haters of the Negro people.
Clarence Hathaway, editor of the

Daily Worker, a Communist leader,
typifies those white leaders of the
Communist Party and the American
labor movement who carry forward
the traditions that have been
handed down to us by Karl Marx,
Lenin and Stalin, on the Negro
question.

The Negro reformist leaders in

their attack on the Communist
Party and the struggle for a united

front May Day declare that Karl
Marx never lived in the U. S. A..
never knew anything about the
Negro question in the U. S. A.

Robert Vann. Negro editor of the
Pittsburgh Courier, assistant attor-
ney general of the Roosevelt gov-
ernment, declares that the Negroes
in rags are taking it and should
smile through this economic crisis
in support of Roosevelt.

The Negro reformists are the
other side of the capitalist coin for
splitting the ranks of the working
class; they, with their petty bour-
geois nationalist hatred, support the
white capitalist against the working
class movement.

May Day demands the fighting
unity of the Negro and white work-
ers against the whole system of ex-

ploitation and oppression, against
war and fascism, for the Unemploy-
ment Insurance Bill (H. R. 7598),
against national oppression and fnr
Negro liberation, for the freedom
of the Scottsboro boys. Angelo Hern-
don. Stop the torture of Thael-
mann, that great working class
leader of Germany.

Negro workers into the streets on

May Ist. Come into united ac-
tion with the most advanced sec-
tions of the working class, against
the Negro reformist leaders and es-

pecially those of the N. A. A. C. P.
who support the torturing of the
Scottsboro boys. Fight for the free-
dom of the Cuban, Haitian and

Filipino masses from the domination
of American imperialism. Forward
to a Soviet America!

The Daily Worker gives you the
truth about the Soviet Union, the

truth about working-class strikes
in the United States and abroad.
Subscribe to the Daily Worker
today.

• * *

‘‘IT is the. source of our greatest strength
* that in our work in the U. S. A. we

are not isolated from our brothers in the

rest of the world.
“We are organizationally united in

one World Party with all that is most

fearless, devoted, honest and energetic in

the working class of every capitalist
country, as well as of the toiling masses

struggling for their liberation through-
out the world.

“We draw additional strength and in-
spiration from the magnificent achieve-
ments of our brother Communist Party
in China, which stands at the head of the

powerful and growing Chinese Soviet Re-

public.
“We are proud and inspired by our

unity in one Party with such fighters as

George Dimitroff and his comrades, who,
single handed, met and defeated the Nazi
murder bands in the courts of Leipzig.

• • *

“IT is our strength that we are of the same Party with
* Ernst Thaelmann, and the thousands of heroic fight-

ers in the German Communist Party, who, through prison
cells and concentration camps, defying the Nazi heads-

men, maintain and carry on every day struggle for the
overthrow of Hitler.

“We take special pride in the achievements of our

brother Communist Party in Cuba, which roused and led
the mass upheaval that overthrew the bloody Machado,

By V. I. LENIN

COMRADES, let us consider
our situation carefully; let

us contemplate the conditions
under which we lead our lives.
What do we see? We work

hard, we produce countless

riches, gold and tissues, bro-
cade and velvet; we haul iron
and coal from the depths of
the earth; we construct machinery.
All the riches of the world are cre-
ated by our hands, are produced by
our sweat and blood, what com-
pensation do we get for our forced
labor? If we had our deserts, we

ought to live in good houses, wear
good clothes and. at any rate, not
want for our daily bread. Never-
theless, we all know that our wages
hardly suffice to provide us with a
bare existence. Our masters re-
duce the rate of wages and force
us to work overtime, they impose
unfair fines on us, briefly, they op-
press us in every possible way and
if we are dissatisfied, they turn us
out without more ado.

We have often convinced our-
selves that all to whom we apply
for protection prove to be henchmen
and friends of the masters. We
workers are kept in the dark; we

are given no education lest we

should want to fight for the im-

provement of our condition. We
are kept in bonds, we are driven
out of work, we are forbidden to

fight: anyone who resists the op-

pression is deported and arrested.
Darkness and bondage are the
means by which the capitalists and
the government, which does every-
thing for their advantage, holds us

captive.
What means have we for im-

proving our position, for raising our

wages, for reducing our hours of
work, for enabling us to read in-
structive books and for protecting
ourselves from insult? Everyone’s
hand is against us; that of the.
masters, who live all the better the
worse off we are. and that of their
lackeys, of all those who live on

the crumbs which fall from the

capitalist’s table, and who keep us

in ignorance and bondage for their
advantage. We cannot look for help
from any quarter, we can only de-

pend on helping ourselves. Unity
is our strength; our weapon is firm
unanimous and unrelenting re-
sistance to the masters. They
themselves have known for a long
time in what our force consists,
and use all efforts to keep us dis-

united and to prevent us from rea-

lizing that the interests of us work-
ers are common interests. They re-

duce the rates of wages, not all at
once but one step at a time; they
introduce foremen and payment by
piece-work, even reducing the rates

of wages arbitrarily, laughing in

their sleeve when they see that we
wear ourselves out at our work.

• * •

EVERY dog, however, has his day,
patience wears out in the end.

During the past year, the Russian
workers have shown their masters
that the submission of the slaves
has been replaced by the steadfast
courage of those who do not yield
to the insolence and shamelessness
of the capitalists who hanker after
unpaid work. Strikes have broken
out in a. number of towns; in Jaro-

slav, Tejkov. Ivanovo-Vossnessjensk,
Bielostok. Vilna. Minsk, Kiev,
Moscow and other towns. The

majority of the strikes ended 'with
the victory of the workers but even
in those which failed, the failure

was only apparent. As a matter
of fact, the strikes thoroughly
frighten the masters, cause them
great losses and compel them to
make concessions for fear of fresh
strikes.

Even the factory inspectors are

beginning to get busy, and to dis-

cover beams in the eyes of the fac-
tor;,’ owners. They are usually blind
until the workers open their eyes by
striking. How, indeed, can we ex-

pect the factory inspectors to notice

mismanagement in the factories of
such influential people as Mr.

Thornton or the shareholders of the

Putilov Works? We have given
the gentlemen plenty to do, here in
St. Petersburg. The strike of the
weavers at Thornton's, of the women

cigarette makers at Lagerme’s, of
the spinners at Lebedev’s, at the

factory for the mechanical produc-
tion of shoes, the movement of the

workers at Konig's, Voronin's and

at the docks have shown that we

have ceased to be callous sufferers,
■and that we have thrown ourselves
into the battle.

As is well known, workers from

many factories and works have

formed a fighting union for the
liberation of the working class and

with the object of disclosing all
abuses, of doing away with mis-

management, of fighting against the

insolent tyranny and oppression of
cur unscrupulous exploiters and
attaining comnlete liberation from
their rule. The union distributes

pamphlets, the very sight of which

freezes the blood of the masters
and their lackeys. It is not the

pamphlets which they dread, but
the possibility of our united resist-

ance, the demonstration of our tre-

mendous force, which we have

shown them more than once.

We workers of St. Petersburg and
members of the union call upon all

our comrades to join our union and

| to promote the great work of the

i tmion of the workers in a fight for

their own interests. It is time for
'us Russian workers also to burst

Our International Unity Is the Source
Os Our Qrowing Revolutionary Strength
“Our World Party, the Communist International, guaranteesworldwide victory of the proletariat”

(The following are the concluding remarks of Com- and which is now gathering the forces of the Cuban
rade Browder's report delivered at the Bth Convention masses to drive out Machado’s successors and establish
of the Communist Party held in Cleveland on April 3 a Soviet Republic of Cuba.
to 8, 1934). “We are stronger in the knowledge that the Commu-

EARL BROWDER
General Secretary of the C.P.U.S.A.

nist Party of the Philippine Islands
stands shoulder to shoulder with us in
the joint struggle to overthrow American
imperialism.

“Our work in the United States gains
additional power from the fact that,
reaching across the border, both north
and south, we grasp the hands of oiir
brother Communist Parties of Canada
and Mexico. Throughout Latin-America,
our brother Parties are challenging us to
socialist competition as to who can strike
hardest and quickest against the impe-
rialists and their agents.

* * »

“WHEN we contemplate the tasks of
«’’ struggle agianst imperialist war, for
the defeat of our own imperialism, our

muscles are further steeled by the knowl-

edge that our brother Communist Party
of Japan is blazing the way for us by
their heroic struggle for the overthrow of

Japanese imperialism in the midst of war.

“Above all, do we arm ourselves with the political
weapons forged by the victorious Communist Party of

the Soviet Union, with the mighty sword of Marxism-
Leninism, and are strengthened and inspired by the vic-
tories of socialist construction won under its Bolshevik
leadership, headed by Stalin.

“Our World Communist Party, the Communist Inter-
national, provides us the guarantee not only of our vic-

tory in America, but of the victory of the proletariat
throughout the world.”

Lenin's Famous Leaflet to the Russian Workers

Callingfor United Struggles Against Capitalism
This leaflet was written by Lenin for May Day, 1895.

This direct appeal reached many workers, though the leaf-

let had to be distributed secretly because of the close watch

by the czarist secret police. Comrade Lenin points here

to the need of united struggle against capitalism.

-

Lenin addressing Rod Army soldiers in Sverdlov Square,
Moscow, during the early days of the Soviet republic.

the chains with which the capital-
ists and the government have bound
us, to join our brothers, the work-
ers in other states, in the fight,
for us to march under a common

banner on which is written: "Work-
ers of all countries, unite!”

IN France, England. Germany and
other countries, in which the

workers have already united in
strong unions and have conquered
many rights for themselves, they
are inaugurating a general day of
celebration for labor on April 19th

(in other countries this is May Ist).
They forsake the stuffy factories,

march with music and banners in
serried ranks through the main
streets of the town, thus showing
the masters their ever increasing
strength; they gather in numerous
well attended meetings, in which
speeches are held and the victories
won over the masters in the past
year are enumerated while plans of

campaign for the future are drawn
up.

Fear of a strike prevents any
single employer from imposing fines
on the workers who do not turn
up at their work on that day. On

that day the workers remind the
masters of their chief demand: the
limitation of the working day to 8
hours—B hours work, 8 hours sleep
and 8 hours recreation. This is
what the workers of other states
are now proclaiming. There was a

time, and that not so long ago,
when they also, like ourselves at

present, had no right to proclaim
their needs, when they were op-
pressed by want and disunion just
as we are today; but by obstinate
fighting and through great sacri-
fices they have gained the right to
discuss in common the cause of the
workers.

Let us wish for our brothers in
other countries, that their fight may
very soon result in the desired vic-
tory; that the time may soon come
when there are neither masters nor
slaves, neither capitalists nor work-
ers, when all will work equally and
all will enjoy life reasonably and

on equal terms.

Comrades, if we act unitedly and
harmoniously, the time is not far
distant when we also, in firmly
welded ranks, shall be able, without
distinction of race or creed, openly
to join this common fight of all
the workers of all countries against
the capitalists in the whole world.

Our muscular arm will be raised
and the shameful chains of slavery
will fall; the working people of our
Russian country will rise, and the

capitalist and all other enemies of
the working class will be filled with
terror.

Greetings to the Daily Worker on May Ist
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What May Day
Means For Negro
Masses In L. S.[
By CYRIL BRIGGS

TO THE Negro masses, May Day
* with its traditions of revolution-
ary struggles and unity of ALL
toilers is of special significance.

On this May Day, 1934, the ques-
tion of a vigorous, united struggle
of ALL sections of the toiling popu-
lation against fascism and war is
a life-and-death question for the

X , 1
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toiling masses. It is of special
urgency for the Negro masses,
harassed by unemployment, un-

paralleled mass misery, jim-crow,
denial of existence, jobs and relief,
increasing fascist terror (49 re-

ported lynchings in 1933), and the
furious sharpening of national and
social oppression in all sections of
the country.

The bloody attacks on the Jews
and other minority groups in fascist
Germany, Austria, etc., the Nazi
dictum of sterilization for the small
Negro population in Germany, are a
sinister warning to the Negro people
of what to expect under fascism.

New Peal Victimizes Negroes
The increasingly savage attacks

on the Negro masses by the "New
Deaf—rank discrimination under
the N. R. A. code differentials of
lower wages for Negro workers,
governmental jim-crowism in the
U. S. Senate and House restaurants,
cotton plough-under and agricul-
tural reduction programs, sentenc-
ing hundreds of thousands of Ne-

gro croppers and poor farmers to
virtual starvation—are all omens of
what the Negro people may expect
under a fascist dictatorship of
finance capitalism.

Growing fascism carries with it
a strengthening of white chauvinist
propaganda aimed to poison the
minds of the white workers and
divert the rising anger of the work-
ing class against its worsening con-
ditions inward upon itself, pitting
Negro and white workers, native
and foreign born, against each
other, diverting the mass anger
away from the capitalist class
responsible for our misery. In the
fascist conspiracy against the Amer-
ican working class, every effort is
being made to disrupt the rising
revolutionary struggles of Negro
and white toilers against the “New
Deal” program at home and for
consolidation of the “national
front” for imperialist aggressions
abroad.

THE fight against chauvinist
• ideology is therefore a central
point in any effective struggle
against fascism and war. The na-
tionalist poisoning of the masses
must be persistently combatted by
all sincere opponents of war and
fascism. The white workers must
be convinced that the jim-crow
policies of the A. F. of L. leaders,
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their barring of Negroes from mem-

bership in many A. F. of L. unions,
their denial of the Negro workers’
right to any job. are against the
interests of the working class.

The sabotage of the Negro lib-

eration movement by the Socialist
Party leaders, their pernicious
theories of the Negro liberation

struggles as a race war against the *

entire white population, of the 1

separation of the national revolu-l
tionary struggles of the Negro**

masses from the proletarian revo-

lution, of "laying off the race ques-
tion” as a “T. N. T. mine in the
South” (menacing the capitalist-
landlord system of national oppres-
sion and plundering of the Negro
masses), must be exposed as in the
interests of the Southern slave
drivers and the whole capitalist
class.

Expose Bearers of White
Chauvinism

These social bearers of white
chauvinism within the working class
must be pilloried before the work-
ers in their true light as enemies
of both the Negro and white toil-
ers. as people working in the ser-

vice of the capitalist class, paving
the way, as did the Socialist parties
in Germany and Austria, for fas-
cism and imperialist war. The 13th
Plenum of the Executive Commit-
tee of the Communist International
issued a ringing call for a relent-
less fight on chauvinist ideology.
Comrade Kuusinen, reporting on

Fascism and War, declared:
“In our work in mobilizing the

masses against fascism and the
war danger we must now. more

than ever before, pay attention
to the struggle against chauvinist
ideology . . .

Evasion of this dif-

ficult task, or even mere passivity
and silence on this question, in-

dicates in the present conditions,
the most dangerous opportunism
in the struggle against fascism
and war, the abandonment of the

most important and urgent tasks
of the revolutionary education of
the toilers.”
The Negro masses, like the white

toilers, are qearching for away
out of their present intolerable con-

ditions. Like the white toilers, they
are bedevilled by misleaders who

seek to hide from the masses the
truth that there is only one way
out of the capitalist morass of mass

misery and suffering: the revolu-
tionary way out, the example pro-
vided by the Soviet masses, by the
victorious October Revolution which
overthrew Tsarist oppression and

emancipated ALL sections of the

toiling population of Russia.
National Minorities in U. S. S. R. *

The October Revolution achieved K
the social emancipation of the Rus- I*
sian working class and the national I
liberation of the oppressed nation-
alities in a land that was formerly
correctly described as the prison
house of nationalities. Today we
see these formerly backward na-

tionalities, liberated by the October
Revolution, achieving to tremendous
economic. social and cultural
heights under the leadership of the
Communist Party of the Soviet
Union. The Soviet workers, under

the leadership of the party of Lenin gand Stalin, have abolished na- I
tional oppression, unemployment, r

insecurity and the harassing fear
”

of poverty from their land. Their
example points the way out to the

toilers and nations still enslaved
under capitalism.

Demonstrate this May Day
against fascism and war, against
national oppression and plunder-
ing of the Negro masses, against
the increasing fascist attacks on
the entire working class, directed
with especial fury against the Ne-
gro masses. For the defense of
the Soviet Union, the stronghold
of the world proletariat and of the
libers tion struggles of the Negro
and colonial masses.
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C Weinstein B Chernin
S Garber M Blatt
A Kruber F Antonofsky
M Gusweil S Kruger
S Miller T Kupenline
H Y N Birnbaum
M Marcus R Wette
J Widrow J Eisman
Workea-s of C. Weinberg Dress Shop
335 W. 35th St., New York City

Cedarhurst, L, I.
B Wolny Romanettl
D Groscher p ,
Gelach Paul Lelb

Reurschel Paul Jonyer
Hochreiter Liebe

International Workers Order
Br. 1006

788 Fox St., Bronx, N. Y.

Ella Reeve Bloor Branch

International Labor Defense
524 Hudson St., New York City

Tom Mooney Br.
International Labor Defense

New York City

Greetings
Jaeob Dainoff Br. 807

International Workers Order

Greetings
M. J. McCormack

New York City

Secton 2, Unit 28 S
L Gardner Pearl Klelnmaij
Jennie Green Sam
Esther Mr. Star
Ida Maidenbaum
Eva Berg
Gladys F.

Nodels Sigman
Frieda Miller Idam M

Seeton 2, Unit. 17
D lonesen Betz
F P Faulhaber
T Hofmann Hernie

Arthur DeLia Kaman
M Batto T Quaronl
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